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ABSTRACT

Kenya is in urgent need of a more intense shift towards a focus on development. No one is

more aware of this need than the citizens as was discerned from the county visit submissions

done by the l’ask Force on Devolved Government and published in their draft report.

They made it clear that the mission for the counties would and should be that of achieving

positive devctopment outcomes fbr the citizens. Some of these outcomes included job

creation, harnessing local potential, integrating the counties with the nation, amongst

others. It is on this basis that the counties will be premised. On the foundations of

developmental devolved government committed to incorporating citizen participation to

determine inclusive and sustainable mechanisms for growing county competitiveness.

building and maintaining quality places, promoting inclusive growth and generally

managing counties fbr prosperity The prosperity of the new counties and therefore that of

the Kenyan people, individually and as a whole is dependent on enhancing access to

opporwnity to all citizens while ensuring adequate environmental protection. As the nation

struggle to attain and maintain economic competitiveness, the constraining effect of

adininistrat ice boundaties becomes a .natter ofconcern

xli
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The ability of the new counties to create wealth and enhance welñre outcomes of their

citizens will depend on how well they are able to leverage the endowments, natural and

otherwise, within the national, regional, and global operating contexts. Attracting the jobs

that improve welfare for citizens will not be achieved through lone ranger efforts.

/6iven the diverse developmental conditions in the country, it will be critical, and in

adherence to the need to build a more equal society the thnding mechanisms and

instruments should not only ensure a predictable and sustained flow of thnds to countiei,

they should also ensure that county governments are actively directed to ensure that

revenue due is collected. The foundations of the Constitution are to ensure effective citizen

participation in flicets of govrrnance, to which the county governments must respond.

xiil
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

At independence, in 1963, the jjj,~nbo’ Constitution Kenya adopted provided fr

devolution of the government to regional assemblies in the context of a bicameral,

Westminster type parlianient2~with the Senate and National Assembly~ the Lower and

Upper houses. These Constitutional provisions were premised on the need to secure right

of the ethnic minorities grouped in the KADU3 party against the domination by the ‘big

tribes’ grouped in K ANU4 party. Barely a year later, however, the 1964 dissolution of the

opposition KADU rendered devolution moribund~ as its very championing party

integrated itself in to KANU, which had demanded a unitary state during the

Constitutional talks in, I .ondon. Not only, had the KANU government hardly undertaken

any substantive devolution of administrative functions and attendant budget and personnel

‘Jimbo is the Kiswahili word for ‘region’ (siagular) the ma-prefix forms the plural. Majimbo was a
philosophy that emerged in the 1950s meaning federalism and regionalism in Kiswahili. It was intended to
protect local rights and ensure that various regions developed. However in 1991 when the then President
reintroduced multi-partyism in politics he used the word to refer to tribalism and hence it was coined to
mean non-natives of a certain area would be expelled from certain areas in order to protect the interest
in terms of land of the community that was living there. This lead to the distortion of the word
majimboism and thus when mentioned many always associate it with ethnic cleansing and Xenophobia
2 Consisting of 117 members of the House of Representatives and 41 members of the senate.

Kenya African Democratic Union. This is a party that was formed around 1960 when an agreement
between the colonizers and the Africans did not agree. Its slogan was uhuru meaning freedom. It was led
by James S. Gichuru assisted by Tom Mboya then it was later handed over to the Late Mzee Jomo
Kenyatta
“Kenya African National Union. As a result of disgruntled member in KANU there was a Split and there
was a break away party called KADU led by R. Ngala and M. Muliro.

In a state of being inactivity or obsolescence.

1
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resource to sub national agencies by the time of KADU’s dissolution, but KANU soon

even usurped functions such as social service delivery that the colonial government had

allocated to the local authorities. In the 1960s and 1970s, the Government ofKenya (GOK)

argued about its superior service delivery capacity- reflected iii the aspirations of the

development blueprint, Sessions] Paper Number 10 of2965 on African Socialism and Its

Application so Plannñig in Kenya ~GOK, 1965). This led inevitably to various

Constitutional reforms that created an4ahnighty ‘imperial presidency6’

Into the third decade of independence, however, deteriorating government service delivery

raised questions about the efficacy of an excessively centralized governmene, leading to

minimal and eclectic decentralization measures such as President Daniel Arap Moi’s weakly

implemented District Focus for Rural Development (DFRD) planning and budgeting

framework. Persisting demands by a heavily repressed political opposition and a robust civil

society for a return to political pluralism as a means of fbstering greater government

accountability, along with global liberalizing power bore fruit in 1991 when Kenya

returned to plural party politics. The demand for extensive Constitutional retörnis

‘Here the president has more powers than is allowed by the constituiton. He is seen as being above the
law.
‘A centralized government isa form of government in which power is concentrated in the hands of a few
executive officers and therefore a few people mainly the elite. It undermines the courts, legislature and
regional government (Ndulo, 2006 a).

2
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however, notably incorporating the devolution of government to sub national agencies.

were eventually only met in the new millenniwn aiim a two decade gestation period.

August 2010 saw Kenya adopt a new Constitution with fir reaching provisions for the

devolution. including the devolution ofgovernment to 47 counties.

The critics of the devolved system of government look at the flaws of the devolution in

two iblds. rhe first is that they have concentrated on the labels of majimbd ~SwahiIi for

federalism; rather than on the content because too much focus on the narrow ethnic

interest rather than thc interest of the broad masses of the Kcnyan society. Secondly they

have not taken cognizance of the fict that the current system of provincial administration

was not subject to the popular mandate but rather was imposed on Kenyans

undemocratically. By maintaining the adopted current centralized form of governance the

people ol’ Kenya abdicated important responsibility to the government. The consequence

was a glaring gap in governance whose remedial measure is long overdue. Wben the

current system was made the overriding interest was that of the ruling elite. The provincial

administrators lack even the basic knowledge of the communities they purport to serve.

8Supra note 1

3
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

~‘idei~ce from several countries indicates that devolving state power to sub national

institution and entities is done for different reason and with different motivation. In an

analysis of Niaeria’s system, Metz (1991) says that. “aiven the territorially delineated

cleavages abounding in Nigeria and the historical legacy of divisions among ethnic groups,

regions and sections, the federal imperatives was so fundamental that even the military

government that were characteristically Unitarian, hierarchical and centralist attached

importance to the continuation of a Ibderal system of government. He goes on to add that

the federation that began as a Unitarian colonial state later disintegrated into regions” (Metz

1991). In 1967 the regions were abrogated and twelve statei created in their place.

Jin the case on Paj~a~ i’ea it embarked on a series of policies which among other

things aimed to overcome two legacies of the colonial experiences: the high degree of

centralization of political and administrative power and the great geographical inequality of

wealth and distribution of government services within the country. The creation of a

decentralized political system to provide a basis for wider participation in the political

process (Kulwatim, lid).

Many examples can be cited where perfect harmony between democratization and

devolution has been registered. in the United States, Germany, Canada. the United
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Kingdom. and Switzerland among others. devolution has been the driving force of social

harmony and an engine for development. In Africa, despite the numerous ethnic

communities with competing political and economic interests, South Africa. Rwanda, and

Uganda. among others, have appreciably implemented modern devolved systems of

governance with casc. In all of these instances, positive aspects of ethnicity and pragmatic

approaches to decentralization have been recognized to contribute to stability and enhance

human dcn~elopnient.

In countries where there is constant contestation for state power between the government

and the people. genuine devolution of power has in many instances provided a panacea’

ibr resolving the conflict. In addition, devolution, as a foundation ofgood governance has

become a reality of global norms and practices. In any part of the world where

democraiintion is not in tandem with devolved governance, democracy can only be

synonymous with legitimiw’ing the elites’ accession to power. Therefore as Kenya looks at

its devolution options. it will help to undertake a comparative study of how it has been

done in other countries especially those with similar level of development. The researcher

answer for difficulty or iroblems.

5
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will look at the experience, the lessons learned and the mistakes made and how Kenya can

avoid all those.

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The problem under investigation is the legal and developmental impact of the county

system of goyernance in the country of Kenya. The researcher endeavours to look at the

legal and developmental characteristics of the county system and what it means for a

country that was divided into regions along ethnic lines for more than three decades and

how these various characteristics of the county system will ensure that the country has

developed, and ensure that the aspects ofaccountability will be achieved

1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives under investigations in this study include:

1. To assess the developmental impact of the county system ofgovernance in Kenya

2. To assess the legal impact of the county system ofgovernance in Kenya.

6
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1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study intends to answer the following questions:

• What developmental impact will the county system of governance have in Kenya?

2. What legal impact will the county system of government have in Kenya?

1.6 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

This research hypothesis is that:

1 . The county system of governance has a positive ii~ipact on the legal structure and

development of the country, Kenya.

2. The county system of governance has no impact on the legal structure and

development of the country, Kenya.

1.7 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The study is about the developmental and legal impact of the county system of governance

in Kenya. It will therefore be conducted in Kenya.

The Republic of Kenya is a country ofSO million people in Eastern Africa. It shares borders

~vvith Ethiopia. Somalia. Tanzania, Uganda, and Southern Sudan. Its coastline borders the

7
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Indian Ocean. Peace had prevailed since an uprising in the fbrmer British colony in the

1 950s. It gained independence in 1963 and had its first president as the Late Mzee Joino

Kenyaua. A political crisis exploded mto violence in early 2008, with a resolution finally

reached in mid April. Kenya fices Herculean challenges. as the poor nation must deal with

a fast growing population, exploding slums and diminishing available land. During the

crisis Kenya’s infrastructure suffered severe damage with countless houses, shops, businesses,

factories and schools burned out, and the lucrative safari tourist business almost shut down.

The crisis ignited long standing ethnic grievances, which violently split the nation along

ethnic lines.

1.8 STGNIFICANCE OP ThE STUDY

This study will help the country understand the short comings of the previous system of

governance and help tIme country know the how this new system of counties will develop

the yam tolls regions and thus translating into the development of die whole country. It will

also help the country understand the legal implications of the county system. With

examples of other countries that have county systems the country will learn the benefits of

the county system and put in place measures that will help deal with the cons of the county

system that other countries will have faced. Being the first change it will have in three

decades it will also learn to prepare for the eventualities that come with the county system.

8
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1.9 LITERATURE REViEW

The literature reviewed in this dissertation is a collection ofresearch reports that have been

done by various agencies in the country that have looked at the various aspects of the

county system and have tried to demystif~, the concept of the county system and

differentiate the county system from the other fonn ofdecentralization that was present and

the type that was adopted at independence.

•1

1. lEA (2010), Devohation in Kenya:Prospectus~ Challenps and the fiztw~e,

lEA Research Paper Series No. 24, Institute ofEconomic Affairs. Nairobi.

This paper is by Albert Mwenda and he looks at the past type of government that Kenya

had and the history of how that came about and he also looks at the challenges that were

presented and looks at the county system of government and what it tis meant to achieve•

while contrasting it with other countries which share the same type of government

structure.

9
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2. SID (2011), Devolution in Kenya’s New Gonstitution, SID Constitutional

Working Paper No. 4, Society for International Development. Nairobi.

~l’his paper is by Dr. Othieno Nyanjom and Mr. Njeru Kirira. they separately look at the

administrative and tiscal consequences of Kenya’s shift from the unitary stan to a qtIasi~

federal state system. They examine the anticipated administrative and development

planning imperativwes of devolving power and theyalso examine the anticipated revenue

and expenditui e cm ~ccrns which may arise in a state with two levels of government and all

this is in the context of a presidiential system of government that the new Constitution

embraces.

3. Saad Abdullah Paracha (2002—2003), DevoJution in Pakistan. Context;

Inipleinen tations. and Issues.

‘I’he author talks about the road Pakistan took to achieve the county system and the issues it

1%ccd and the challenges it had to overcome for it to achieve this.

1. The internet,

The internet oflyrs information about the country of Kenya and gives a history of its

devolution history. It also gives countries that have successt~illy used the county system and

the ones that the county system failed and I will use this to help compare and contrast

Kenya and the desired outcome.

1.0
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My Conclusion

Though many authors have talked about the county systems of government as a form of

devolution they have not analyzed successfhuly the problems that it comes with and how

these are to be tackles and they have not shown how the majimbo system of government

was the initial idea but was corrupted.

In this dissertation I will seek to show the problems that the previous system olgovernment

had and the way the new system of government seeks to rectifS, this. By looking at the

various literature present on the topic I intend to show how my dissertation is different by

focusing my attention on the impact of the new system on the law and the development of

the country and show how previous firms of government had a negative impact on the

development of the country and the law of the land. I intend to look at the challenges that

this new system will bring to the law and the development of the country and I was also

talk about the idea of majimboisi~i and why it can still be used since it was the initial idea

behind the county system ofgovernment but was corrupted.

1.10 RESEARCH METHOLODOGY

This study has relied on desk research as primary source, internet search, and written

nuterial such as online books, online journals, news articles, reports, policy documents, and

11
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legal documents which include both international and domestic documents on the county

system otgovernment.

1.11 CHAPTER BREAKDOWN

1.11.1 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Chapter one gives an introduction of the whole disseratation. In this chapter. i have given

an introduction of what i have written on in my dissertation. The chapter divides the

dissertation into smaller sections to wit:

1 1 Back ground of the study.

I---lere i have given the history of the problem. By first starting from where the idea came

from and why the idea was brought forth. And i have also given a brief history of Kenya’s

political history so as to be able to understasnd where the conflict developed from.

1 2 Statement of the problem

I- lere i have looked at the problems that the current system of governance and devolution

have and what are the implications and forms of development that it has achieved and the

the problems that have made it an inefficient form of devolvution and hence being the

catalyst lhr the seaarch of a new form of devolution that has been entrenched in the new

Constitution and what are the possible benefits that the new system has over the old system

12
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and how other connu~ies have benefited from the county system and whaL we should

expect from it.

.3 Purpose of the study.

I lere i have looked at why this study is important and why i should look at ~t yet others

hav done similar R s~ .rch I have also shown the tdct that my research is based on finding

out the developmental implications of the county system which thereby makes my

reasearch a new one and seeks also apart from bringing new information, to add to the

k nowlcdge present on the county system as a form of devolution and shed more light on

the lacuna lefT by the other research done by others.

1 I Research objectives.

I lere have outlined the objectives that i intend to achieve with this research.

1 .5 Research questrions.

I lere i have outlined the questions that my research seeks to anwers.

I .6 Research hypothesis.

I lere i laid down the propositions that i will be looking at.

1 .7 Significance of the study.

13
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Here i have shown how my research will help the country and how important it is to the

understanding of the county system.

1 .8 Literature review

!-lcre i hac looked at the main literature that has been produce in realtion to this particular

topic and i have cndcvouved to distinguish my research dom theirs by looking at the areas

which they have not covered.

1 .9 Research methodology

I lere i have given the various methods that i used to collect the data i used I~ the research

and Ii~om where i got my literature and what criteria i used to determine what to use in the

research.

1.11.2 CHAPTER TWO: LITERTURE REVIEW

2.1 l~heoretical daniewoi-k.

Here i have ookcd a~ a èw theories that talk about governance and a few that talk about

devolution and what they have said on devolution. I have also looked at theories that have

juxtapositioned development and county government and the possible positive results ofit.

2.2. Conccpti:aI inmework.

14
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I have drawn a model that seeks to explain how the county government will work hand in

hand with the national government and how the duties between the two are separate y~

Co nipl im en tary

2.3. Related literature

2.3. I Rationale for devolution

I lere i have looked at the reason as to why devolution would he a good id a

and why the county system iii particular would be more ben clicial to oti~

countyr as opposed to the forms ofdevolution

23.2Arguinentfbrdevolution

2.3.2. 1 Marginahired communities and groups.

I lere i have looked at how this group of people will benefit froiii

thin thun of devolunon (county system) as oppuscd ~o the othie~

fbi-n is of d evolution.

2.3.2.2 The inibalanced of power

I lere I have looked at how the system will be able te handle the

issue of imbalance of power and the methods it will use and the

possible outcomes as a result of this.

2.3 3 He~ iefits of devolution

is
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3Z~ I low they will be tackled

I lei-c i have looked at how these problems will be tackled to ensure that there is smooth

transition implemenation of the county system and there by causing a swift trelocation from

the initial system of governance to the new design.

3.3 I ,essons to be learnt from another country

us ic i have looked at Papua New Guinea that has county system and th lessons they ~ cm

through during the process of implementing this system of governance and what lessons

Kenya can learn lfon~ them.

1.11.4 CHAPTER FOUR:RECQMMENDATIQN

I fri-c i have given my recommendation of the varous policies that have been discussed.

1 11.5 CHAPTER FIVE:CONCLUSJQN

I havc given a conclusion on what I have discussed and I have concluded what should he

don and how the county system has a positive legal and developmental impact in the

country.

17
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I have looked at the benefits of this particular type of devolution as opposed

to the other types and why this is the best type for our country.

234 Arguments against devolut ion

I have looked at the negatives of devolution and what our country is ~o

expect as rhe negatives that may be present in implementing this type of

devolution

2.3.5 Conclusion

I have concluded by looking at the pros and cons of the devolution and in

particular the way the county system will impact the counuy and therefore

~hc bcncti u out weighed the negatives and therefore it would be the bcs~

way Ioi the coumry.

Ill .3 CHAPTER THREE

3.1 Problems that may be encountered in implementation.

1 lere 1 have talked about the problems the country is likely to face in implementing this

change tioin districts and provinces to con nty system of governance.

16
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The S~cial Contract Philosophy saw the state as a creation of the general public~. an

incorporeal construct existing merely because real persons exist. Rousseau calls that crucial

t~cnon the “Soverc~gn. hut then goes on to clothe it with tangible legislature to divide and

define the public’s will, Hence, when Rousseau (jl 7621 1 999b) describes the totality of the

“sovcrcign” and its relationship to the general will,

Governance refbrs to the development of governing styles in which boundaries between

and within public and private sectors has become blurred. The essence of governance is its

tdcus on mechanisms that do not rest on recourse to the authority and sanctions of

government. Governance for (some) is about the potential for contracting ti-auchising and

new forms of regulation. In short, it is about what (some) refer to as the new public

iiianageiucnt. I lowever. governance is more than a new set of managerial tools. It is also

about achieving greater efticiency in the production of public services, (1998, p 1 7~--1 8).

Governance is ultimately concerned with creating the conditions for ordered rule and

collective action (Stoker, 199$; Peters and Pierre.. 1998; Milward and Provan, 2000). As

Stoker notes. the outputs of governance are not diff~rent from those of government~ if is

instead a Iliatter of :i dit}drence in process (1 998, p. 17).
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Obviously governance means different things to different people. Despite some overlaps, it

has one meaning for the economists of the World l3ank and another for the political

scientists engaged in the Local Government and Whitehall Programmes. The reasons fr

this are not hard to hnd. The two groups understand governance differently because they

construct the concept ti~om within very different narratives . In 1 992 the World Bank

introoncen the concept of good governance as part of its criteria tbr lendmg to developing

countries it invoked governance to refer to changes in the public sector associated with

the new public Inanags ntent. marketization, and even privatization

[Thc Ci g:ulivation for Economic Cooperation and Development, like the World Bank,

appeals to a eoliberal concept of governance to describe desirable changes in the nature of

public s rvicc s . It understands governance in t rms of the increased ci ticiency in dv

public sector allegedly ensured by measures such as marketization, contracting out, new

inanag~ nient techniques, stall cuts, and stricter budgeting. The state reasonably might make

A narrative stands here as a form of explanation that unpacks human actions in terms of the beliefs and
desires of the actors. It embodies particular theories about the rationality of actors, their institutional

embededness, and their capacity for agency, as well typically as a historical story.

The World Bank. Governance and development LWashJn~on: World Bppj~ 19921
2 OECD, Governance in transition: Public Management in OECD Countries (Paris: OECD/PUMA, 1995);

and OECD, Ministerial Symposium onthe Future of the Public Services (Paris: OECD, 1996). Professional
organizations often accept much of the neoliberal narrative while expressing fears about its impact upon
~ traditional public service ethos. The British Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy
(CIPFA), for example, suggest a commercial style of management” in the public sector requires ‘extra
vigilance and care” to maintain “sound systems of corporate governance.”
CIPFA, Corporate Governance in the Public Services (London: CIPFA, 1994), p.6.
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policy decisions, but instead of delivering services itselt’ it should promote an

entrepreneurial system based on competition and markets - less government’ and ‘more

governance”3.

2.2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Decentralization or decentralizing governance retèi to the restructuring or reorganizing of

authority so that there is system of co-responsibility between institution of governance at

the central, regional and local levels ofaccording to the principle ofsubsithary1i.e. the local

authority will have the authority, and responsibility to address all the problem that are in

their detenni,iatjon within their ability to solve) thus increasing the overall quality and

etiècti*ness of the system ofgovernance while increasing the authority and capacity of sub

national level

Decentralization is often used as a concept without strict definitions. The World Bank lbr

instance uses the terni “decentralization” to describe a broad range of public sector

reo,ganizations: Deceniniization - the transfer ofauthority and responsibility tbr public

tiinctions tivm the central government to intern;edkwe and local governments or quasi -

0D. Osborne & T. Baebler, Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit Is
Irpnsfonpj~g~~gfublic Sector (Reading, MA: Mdlson-Wesley, 1992).
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independent government organizations and/or theprivate sector is Iconiplex multiuiceted

concept. Dilkrent t;pes 01’ decentralization should be distinguished because they have

dilkrent characteristics, policy implications, and conditions for success. (World Bank,

2003>.

A distinction is madc between three main types of decentrahi7ation Dc concentration is

oilen considered to be the weakest firm of decentralization; it redistributes decision.

niaking authority, financial and management responsibilities among different levels of the

central govet nment. It can merely shill responsibilities from central governmc nt officials in

the capital city to those working in regions, provinces or districts, or it can create strong

field administration or local administrative capacity tinder the supervision of central

government ministries. l)e concenti ned Ilinctions are normally not entrenched in laws

and can easily be withdrawn at any point of time. Delegation is a more extensive form of

decentralintion. 1 hrough delegation central governments transfer responsibility (hr

decision making and administration of public functions to semi--autonomous organi?ations

not wholly controlled by the central government, but ultimately accountable to it.

Governments delegate responsibilities when they create public enterprises or corporations,

housing authorities, transportation authorities, special service districts, semi autonomous

school districts, regional development corporations, or special project implementation
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units. Usually these organizations have a great deal of discretion in decision-making. They

may be exempt from constraints on regular civil service personnel and may be able to

charge users directly for services. Delegation is often legally recognized. Devolution is a

third type of decentralization. It is legally entrenched, often in the Constitution. When

governments devolve functions, they transfer authority for decision-making, finance, and

management to quasi-autonomous units of local government with corporate status.

Devolution usually transfers responsibilities tbr services to municipalitiesldistrict councils

etc that elect their own mayors and councils, raise their own revenues, and have

independent authority tO make investment decisions. In a devolved system local

governments have clear and legally recognized geographical boundaries over which they

exercise authority and within which they perform public tbnctions.

The diagram below~ underscores the fact that the Constitution has established two levels of

government, the National Government and the County Government, that are distinct and

interdependent and which are required to conduct their mutual relations through

cooperation and consultation. It is noteworthy that, unlike in other countries, the Kenya

Constitution has avoided the creation ofa hierarchical unitary system ofgovernment where

4
power and functions are given to sub-national governments by the central government

which also retains the power of recall of such power. National Government is, among
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other roles, charged with the responsibility for national economic policy and planning,

national standards, regulation, national public works, national statistics, immigration and

citizenship, macroeconomic management, fbreign affairs, defense and natural resources

(Schedule 4). On the other hand, county government have been assigned a central role in

the development, delivery, and maintenance of infrastructure in the new Constitution.

The top part of the diagram below underscores the fact that the Constitution has established

two levels of government, the National government and county governments, that are

distinct and interdependent and which are required to conduct their mutual relations

through cooperation and consultation. It is noteworthy that, unlike in other countries, the

Kenya Constitution has avoided the creation ofa hierarchical unitary system ofgovernnient

where power and functions are given to sub-national governments by the central

government which also retains the power of recall of such power. The National

Government is, among other roles, charged with the responsibility for national economic

policy and planning, national standards, regulation, national public works, national

statistics, immigration and citizenship, macroeconomic management, foreign afThirs,

defense and natural resources (Schedule 4). On the other hand, county governments have

been assigned a central role in the development, delivery, and maintenance of infrastructure

in the new Constitution.
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DEVOLUTION CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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2.3. RELATED LITERATURE

2.3.1 THE RATIONALE FOR DEVOLUTTON TN KENYA

Aibcan states with centralized system of government have suti~ered multiple symptoms

associated with poor governance. Ghai (2006) citing a World Bank (1992> analysis on

governance, enumerates these symptoms as Orstly f~ilure to make a clear separation between

what is public and what is private. This engenders a tendency to direct public resources tor

private gain. Secondly, the system does not establish a predictable h’aniework of law and

governn~onl conducive to development and encourages arbitrariness in the application of

i-u es and laws. Thirdly, the system fosters excessive rules, regulations, at id licensing

requirement which impede functioning of markets and encourages rent seeking. Fourthly,

it encourages the setting of priorities inconsistent with development and non- transparent

decision making.

Chai (2006) argues that the afore~nientioned acts combine to create an environment

hostile to development since authority of government over their people is progressively

eroded. The resultant et~ct is reduced compliance with dec~ion to which government

responds througit populist measure or coercion. ~Ghai, 2006).

Ndulo (2006a) argues that the unprecedented economic decline and mismanagement is

tiuther titeled by unhealthy state and civil society relation. The relations are characterized
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firstly by erosion of boundaries between the state and the civil society and secondly by

limited participation in governance by the citizenry. Finally the preferential access to power

and resources is determined by religiouI~ ethnic, or geographical considerations.

The state of atThirs in majority of the centralized African states ignited the quest for

alternative system of governance and this is inclusive of Kenya. For a long time it was

believed thai the pervasive rise of conflict in post—colonial Africa was a factor of ethnic

heterogeneity. The last decade has, however, witnessed growing consensus among scholars

~Chabal and Daloz, 1999; Nasong’o, 2002) that ethnic loyalties and parochial identities are

nor the only root cause of conflict. Instead scholars advance the argument that the political

conflicts are often precipitated by political competition over state resources within a

context devoid of effective political institutionalization. The low levels of

institutionalization engender conditions where resource allocation is skewed in fivour of

the self~~ aggrandizing activities of incumbent regimes and their supporters. Subsequently,

the discriminated social groupings are forced to mobilize to articulate their interest.

resulting in political antagonism that has invariably led to conflict ~Nasong’o, 2002).

A clearer perspective of inter-ethnic conflict over resources necessitates delving into the

colonial history of Africa. Colonialists interested in maximizing economic gains neglected

to develop democratic institutions. Their divide and rule policy heightened ethnic divisions
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which were manifested during the struggles for independence and continue to impact

ethnic ix lations today (Kimenyi, 2002)

‘The excessive centralwation of power meant that the leader of ethnic group that captured

the state had control over an enormous amount of resources. As a result, allocation of state

rcsourccs has not Ibllowed universally acceptable principle. Pertinent principli such as

economic criteria, merit or a basic needs approach was often overlooked. Instead, resources

have hecn allocatcd on such subjective criteria as regionalism. ethnic consideration, political

loyalty and the idiosyncratic disposition ofthe individual ruler ~Nasong’o. 2002).

Critics tin ther arguc that a centrali7ed system of government sufFers informational

di’.advantag that ntgatively impact its capacity to provide an efThctivc and balanccd

distribution of services (Barret et al. 2007). This occurs predominantly where the

distribution of resources endowments within nations is heterogeneous. Additionally, when

thc ncedc. constriints and aspiration vary acrosc communities the central government is

limited in its knowledge on the specific intricacies of each region. ‘the concept of rural

development is groundc d on the foregoing logic. Barkan and Chege (1989). argue that

rural development proceeds most rapidly where there exists a process of consultation and

bargaining between the rural groups and thc statc. In such a process the macro policy
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objectives or the state and the self- defined needs of rural residents are adjusted to each

other.

Under the highly personalized centralized system, institutions of government were

weakened to become mere instruments ofsupport to the ruling party. The electoral process

for instance was exploited to serve it, and there were no effective separation of powers. The

effect was that parliament, the judiciary and other Constitutional offices became

subordinate to the executive and there were thus few institutions for accountability.

Further, merit as criterion for appointment or promotion in the civil service was replaced

by ethnic, political or monetary payments. In this context, social groups were marginalized

or suffered privations because they were seen to be opposed to the government ~Ghai and

Cottrell. 2007).

2.3.2 ARGUMENTS FOR DEVOLUTION

2.3.2.1 Marginalized of communities and marginalized

communities.

Marginalizacion of’ communities presents one of the strongest cases of advocacy for

devolution. It must be noted, however, that calls for ethno-regional equity in Kenya as
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clscwhcrc in i~Ihca. havc historically ken made by representative of ‘have not’ ~oups or

regions.

At the advent of the Moi’s administration, there were calls to end corruption that marked

Lix Ktnyatta era. liicse were accompanied by tix new dcvclopincnt theme, i’4J41fl1.

philosophy which promoted equitable development. It essentially emphasizcd the need for

thc poorer regions to catch up with the relatively prosperous areas and equality tbr all.

Hai kan and C ‘hegc (1989) point out that the interaction was to reduce disparity betwc cii

Kenyi’s iwomes remained neglected. Consequentl,, there were substantive efforts to

relinet the how ot resources from Central province to the less developed regions. ilic

ncw pic sidt lit did this by recruiting new permanent secretaries and reducing the ethnic

ii’tl’ienc e. in the cabmet~

i mc! has b1 tu imoiig the essential resource that was at the centrt of the inequalit) in

Kei’ya. Political influences, abuse ofpower and mismanagement have thus played a big role

in crc’aui.g i iequality in land distribution in thc country (Syagga 2006). iiaej e havt been

sltuatiot’% where contrary to the pro’~isions of he law, land has been allocated by officers

without authority to do so in particular the provincial administra1.ion and politicians. Land

had Lx cii ii t d to as a resource to bc dished out to politically correct perple ibr personal

‘ The permanent secretary is the most influendai position in the civil sodety

‘9
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enrichment. The irregular allocation of land has not only created inequalities bitt interfered

with the protected lands with ecological integrity, cultural relevance or strategic location

cSyagga, 2006). It is for the afore-mentioned reasons that the land activist proposed for the

tbrmation of an institutiton that would provide for effective checks and balances within its

structure in the fbrm ofdecentralized semi-autonomous and elected divisions at local levels

(KIA, 20043).

The drawing ofcolonial lines brought an end to the co-existence of the traditional societies

with colonial policies confining communities in exclusive native reserves. The borders

embraced ethnic specific territorial jurisdiction and thus helped foster ethnic identiflcation~.

In addition, the colonial policy diverted attention of Africans from national politics and

instead promoted tribal politics ~onyo, 2002). The post colonial gcwemment’s decisions to

retain the colonial districts made it difficult for Kenyans to live in multi—cultural and multi

ethnic societies that would encourage diversity and interaction (Ogot, 2000). The effect of

this continues to be tNt even currently in the election process. Indeed in parliamentary and

presidential elections political parties sell not only ideologies or policy options but ethnic

sentiments. This trend has engendered widespread political cynicism among disadvantedged

ethnic groups making it difficult to achieve any meaningtbl national political participation.

The result has been demands for self- detennination at the local level.
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The Constitution of Kenya 20W ~the Constitution> provides a legal framework fbr the

recognition and protection of the rights of the minorities and the marginalized

communities and groups therein after referred to as the marginalized>. The Constitution

introduces a right based approach to development, that is, an approach where everyone is

entitled to development as a right and not as a tivor from the state.

The principles that guide this area are public participation and affirmative action’5. Article

10 ofthe Cons6u,tion’~’ recognizes public participation as a core value and principles that

guide the interpretation and application of the Constitution. Affirmative action qçrfbnns

th~e~jijcLjons; First its remedies past discrimination through programs that can benefit

individuals or society as a whole. Article 56 (3) oithe Constitution’7 provides for both.

Second, affirmative action enhances diversity so that a state will be able to grow with better

values, peace and stability. Third, affinnative action increases political power of the

niarginalized thus enabling them to influence decision making.

Article 260 of the Constitution defines marginalized community as: a community that,

because of its relatively small population or for any other reason, has been unable to tblly

~ Affirmative action Is often used to denote a positive step taken to reverse or mitigate past
discrimination and historical Injustices.
~ National values and prlndples of governance.
‘~s6. The State shall put in place affirmative action programmes designed to ensure that
minorities and marginalized groups— (a) participate and are represented in governance and other
spheres of life;
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participate in the integrated social and economic life of Kenya as a whole; a traditional

community that, out of a need or desire to preserve its unique culture and identity from

assimilation, has remained outside the integrated social and economic life of Kenya as a

whole; an indigenous community that has retained and maintained a traditional lifestyle and

livelihood based on a hunter or gatherer economy; or pastoral persons and communities,

whether they are—nomadic; or a settled community that, because of its relative geographic

isolation, has experienced only marginal participation in the integrated social and economic

life of Kenya as a whole.

Under the existing international legal framework, there is no definition of indigenous

people or communities. But there are indicative characteristics that can define such a

group. According to the 110 Convention No. 169 fndiqenous and Tribal Peoples

Convencion, the following characteristics define indigenous peoples; Traditional life styles;

Culture and way of life different from the other segments of the national population, e.g. in

their ways 01’ making a living, language,, customs, etc.; Own social organization and

political institutions; and Living in historical continuity in a certain area, or before others

“invaded” or came to the area. In addition, such group must be non—dominant. There are

factors that can point to the concept of non-dominance They are; Numerical inferiority;

their ways of life and social organization; and their distinctive cultures.
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4rudc “c’ cv’thc Constitution defines a margmali,’ed group as a group of people who.

because of laws or practices before, on. or alter the effective date, were or are disadvantagcd

by discrinunanon on one or more of the grounds in Anicle 27 (‘¼ i.e. any ground.

iiicludin~ tact • sex, pregnancy, manial status. health status, ethnic or social origin, color.

age, disability. religion, conscience. beliet culture, dress, language or birth In this case

women, youth and people living with disabilities are considered marginalacd groupb in

Kenya.

But all definition is based on relative numerical disadvantage based on age, sex, religion,

ethnicity. race etc. ‘jilt it are two ways of defining minorities. First are national minot inc s

who at c afforded protection far being a minority in relation to the national demographics.

I li~ sccond is by look lug at the minorities within the geographical bounJaries of tIn

Count). In the case of devolved units there i~ need to protect minorities based on Liv

demographics in a County. I lowever to benefit from such protection and affirmative action

p1 ogi ‘iiis ant lutist ha~ t. substantial ties with the County.

The, e arc tile various th’ton are that must be considered in dete: mining minority groups:

poverty index, numerical inferiority, climatic conditions, baseline data, infrastructure

developm~ :‘t, economic’ stattis histo.ii ‘ii Injustices, Special groupings e.g. persons living

with disabilities, language. religion and age.
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Devolution is seen as a solution under Article 174 oithe constitution of Kenya. This

proviclc’s th it thc objective of devolution is to facilitate diversity, sharing of resources and

participation and protecuon of disadvantaged groups. But without ftirther units of

decentralisation devolution may lead to further marginalisation. In the Kenyan case this

remains a key issue especially in counties with ethnic minorities such as Bungoma. Elgeyo

Marakwet, Migori, and Tharaka Nithi among others.

/1 rUe/c /0 oft/ic constuntion provides the protection ofniarginalized as one of the national

values Article 27 ol’ ulic coiistirution outlaws discrimination, Article 56 provides foi

af}irmative action programs for the minority and marginalised groups and communities,

.lrticic c / mandate political parties to respect and include marginalised groups in leadership

and Inc/c ~00 provide that one principle governing public finance is the protection of the

i nargin alised.

2.3.2.2 The imbalance of power

The president wields iii ibalanced power in an election. This arises,

the separation of private i esotu ces hroni public donyo. 2002:

of power to other existing political and economic

point for any meaningful and lasting relorms (Ndulo

the disrespect for

ku ~. 2002). l)evoltitioii

LOfl is thus herald as a starting

; Kimenyi 2002).
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2.3.3 THE BENEFITS OF DEVOLUTION

The arguments for devolution are thus grounded in the political and economic benefits it

presents. One important political contribution that a well constructed sub-national system

oilers is the enhancement of a democratic culture. Ndulo (2006a) states that by creating a

number ofgovernments below the national level, devolution multiplies the opportunity for

political participation. Barrett et al (2007) and Oloo (2007) further point out that the

community not only engages in the local political process but are able to demand effective

provision of service. This is because when things go wrong, physical proximity makes it

I

easier for citizens to hold officials accountable tbr their performance (Ndulo, 2006a). In

empowering communities to manage their own resources more effectively, devolution

simultaneously strengthens local institutions. Further, by affording the local communit~j

opportunity to participate in the planning and implementation of development projects

enhances their sense of ownership of the projects (Barrett et al, 2007; Oloo 2007).

Devolution ensures that varying interests ofstakeholders air balanced, and that decisions are

made in a rational, informed and transparent fashion. The decisions contribute to the

overall efficiency and effectiveness of the institutions (Private Sector Corporate Governance

Trust, 2002).
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Devolution creates sub-national entities which provide an additional accountability

mechanism by reducing the concentration of power at the centre thus hindering its

arbitrary exercise.

Another key political advantage a devolved system of government has over centralized

systems is that it is more inclusive. It provides, channels for expression ofregional sentimen&

I

and encourages national policies to become more sensitive to regional variations. This, as

has been illustrated in the case of Kenya, is a limitation of the centralized system. Further

devolution provides minority parties which might otherwise be excluded from political

power the opportunity to exercise policy influence. Devolved levels of government have

their raison d~étre”’ in the provision ofgoods and services whose consumption is limited to
*

their own jurisdictions. Since outputs of such goods and services are tailored to the

particular preference and circumstances of their constituencies, decentralized provision

increases economic welfire of the constituents. This is became, the level of welfare ifoften

higher if consumption occurs at each jurisdiction than if any single uniform level of

consumption is maintained across all jurisdiction ~Oates, 1999).

Another key economic benefit of the devolved government is the ability to effectively

promote efficiency in the provision and use of public service and the allocation of

French word meaning the reason for existence
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resources. The core idea is that sub-national government by virtue of their proximity to the

beneficiaries of policies outcomes can allocate and better extract resources more efficiently

than central government. This is because, they have better access to local information, are

more directly accountable to local constituents and can more effectively identify and

articulate regional needs ~Barrett et al, 2007). Donahue, (1997) in his assessment of

Tiebout’s (1956) economic model ofdecentralization argues that collective choices are less

error prone. In terms of poverty alleviation, Barrett ET all (2007) argues that devolution

provides a more effective govern~hce framework tbr advancing pm-poor policjes. Since

the sub-national institutions are likely to be more timiliar with the local circumstances and

cost conditions, they are better equipped to distribute resources more equitably. In doing

so. they target poverty more efficiently.

Another benefit of devolution is that by introducing inter-jurisdictional competition, it

extinguishes the opportunity for bribery and rent seeking. Such opportunity are often

created by the lack of competition that a central government monopoly supply of public

goods and services present s (Barrett et al, 2007) devolution encourages innovation in the

delivery of services as individual have a greater incentive to participate iii all aspects of

community life and to seek solutions to individual and collective choices (Kimenyi, 2002).
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23.4 ARGUMENTS AGAINST DEVOLUTION

Despite the sound arguments for adopting a system of devolution, it is not without risks, If

not properly designed and implemented, devolution leas to the translation of the central

government bureaucracies, inefficient utilization of resources and lack of accountability at

the sub national level.

Devolution may I~cilitatc elite capture by the local government and the persistence of

anachronistic institution based on patron-client relations. If devolucion rules and systems

are poorly designed, there is a risk that politicians at the local level could use resources at

their disposal to perpetuate themselves in to power. They accomplish this by skewing

allocations in I1vor of their kinsmen, supporters, sycophants and all manner of political

hanger on to purchase political loyalty (Barrett et al, 2007; Nasongo, 2002). For instance,

the legitimacy of the Constituency Development Fund (CDF) has been compromised by

the power vested upon MP to single-handedly select members of the CI)F Committee

(CDIC).

By moving allocative decision tiirther out of the limelight, devolution risks permitting

greater levels of corruption and mismanagement of resources (Barrette et al, 2007). This is

prevalent, as this study demonstrates where there is lack of awareness as to their roles and
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capacity to c xecute them. The nsk ofcorruption is higher in the absence of mechanicms to

enable the community effectively monitor and evaluate usage offinds.

Some scholars ~Kimenyi. 2002) argue that reduces inter ethnic conflicts. devolution. must

of necessity involve the creation of autonomous ethnic government. Bascd on gco

ethnicity each government would have an ethnic group as its unit ofcollective choice. lliis

argumeiit howevc r, rc mains controversial smce devolution may in actual eiThct undermine

national unity and cotild inflate ethnic. religious, and cultural diversities. It has the potential

to lead to even greater marginali~ation of minorities and minorities within minorities

~CKRC. 20024). The thct that the colonial government succeed in heightening ethnic

division through restrictive community interaction may provide strongjustifications against

ethnic go~~ernments.

l.)evolution may also diminish the power and value of the national government to

redistributc resources which creates a drawback to the less developed units. This may result

in dependency and eventually instability where the dependency is chronic (CKRC, 2002a)

The debate on devolution of power T Kenya has revolved along similar lines. With the

revival of the Constitutional review process, several issues remain outstanding which oblige

a systematic analysis of Kenya’s historical and present experiences with devolution. The aim

of the analysis is twofold, firstly to determine whether effbrts at decentralizing power have
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translated into the benefits that should accrue lioni devolution Secondly. to identify

successes and shortcomings of these attempts at devolution as a thundation for ultimately

charting an et~hctive and acceptable way forward for democratic governance in Kenya. The

next section therefore interrogates Kenyan efforts ofdevolution since independence.

23.5 CONCLUSION

Successfi~ devolution requires an efl~cacious design for the context within which it is to be

undertaken, especially in a situation such as Kenya’s where core elite has mastered the art of

self reinvention with changing times. This ability had enabled the elite to embed it

strategically to reap the tiuits of a unitary government presiding over a weak political

system with similarly weakly performing governance institutions that often belie the

existence of relatively substantive governance ftameworks. It is thus significant for

devolution initiatives, that Kenya had addressed integrity in governance since the NARE

government’s 2003 accession to power on a reformist agenda~. Nevertheless, even though

the NARC governmeui was able to revive the economy°~, it perlbrmed less notably with

‘9Among NARC’s pertinent reforms were the enactment and implementation to varied levels of the Anti~
Corruption and Economic Crimes Act (2003), the Public Audit Act (2003), Government Financial
Management Act (2004), Public Procurement and Disposal Act (2005), Public Officers Ethics Act (2005),
and Fiscal Management Act (2009), alongside various institutional reforms.

Between 2003 and 2007, economic growth averaged above 4 per cent, up from negative real growth in
2000/01.
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respect to improved governance, its reluctance to act against the indiscretions of the

previous regime soon manifesting itself in strong, persistent attempts to cover up grand

corruption within its ranks21. Consequent to the foregoing and other governance

shortcomings, the 2010 Constitution underscores the need for transparency in governance.

Article 10 lists the national values and principles of governance that should bind all state

organs towards sustainable development. Leadership and integrity in governance are also

addressed in Chapter t~ and Chapter 4 includes a Bill ofRights identified as being integral

to the Kenyan democratic state. These provisions reflect the government’s obligations as a

stakeholder, but also implicitly touch on individuals’ responsibilities and obligations. To

these ends, Article 132 requires the president to annually “report.. .to the nation, on all the

measures taken and progress achieved in the realization of the national values...” Article

174 lists the nine objectives of the governance approach, while Areide 775 lists relevant

principles, including democracy, separation of powers, reliable revenues, and gender

sensitivity. Article 176 tread together with the First Schedule) establishes 47 county

governments that will each have a county assembly and county executive committee.

21 For the revelations of NARC’si Rst and only Secretary of Ethics who resigned and “Ed Into self-exile, see
Wrong (2009). The NARC government instituted a judicial Inquiry Into what Is arguably Kenya’s most
notorious scam, the Goldenberg scandal, but promptly dismissed Its Ifindings by exonerating a former
vice president and Ifinance minister
alleged to be at the centre of the scandal. On the scandal, see ‘Report of the Judicial Commission of
Inquiry into the Goldenberg ASair’, at http://www.tlkenya.orgJdocuments/Goldenberg%2oReport,pdf,
Accessed 12 April 2011
22Lers and integrity.
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,lnicIe 188 provides tbr subsequent alteration of county boundaries and the criteria Ibr

doing so. County governments are to decentralize flinctions and service provision while

heeding efficiency and practicability. pan 5 oF Chapter U addresses the flmctional

relationship between the national and county governments, while the Fourth Schecluk

elaborates the distribution of service delivery responsibilities. With the exception of

omitted functions, which are to remain the preserve of the national.government, flinctions

may he duplicated across the levels of government. Article 187 does permit the transfer of

thnctions and requisite resources fir their delivery between government levels. On the

composition of the five-year county assembly. Article 777 provides for an cx ollicio

Speaker, an elected member for each ward ~county constituency>, special seat members to

ensure that no more than two-thirds of members are from the same gender. and

representatives of marginalized groups ~i.e., the youth and disabled>. In the case of these last

two categories, the members are to be identified to reflect party strength across the county.

The county assembly will legislate as necessary to ficilitate delivery of its mandated

fi.inctions, review the county executive committee’s development planning proposals, and

supervise the committee’s implementation ofpriorities (Anide 185~. The county executive

committee will include a directly elected governor, a deputy and members appointed by

the governor — with the approval of the county assembly L from among persons not of the
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county assembly (Article 175$. The governor and the entire governor’s office will be

removable on the grounds ofgross misconduct and/or abuse of office and/or lack ofmental

or physical capacity (Article 181). The county executive committee shall act as advisor to its

legislative asiembly, implement county and national legislation, originate legislation, and

manage the atThirs of the county (Article 183). County governments will establish offices as

necessary and fill them, and will be responsible for the good conduct ofsuch officers within

the context of a national framework legislated by the National Assembly (Article 235—236).

In the performance of its duties, and in concert with the provisions for the National

Assembly, the 2010 Constitution empowers a county assembly to summon persons to give

evidence, enforce such attendance under oath, compel production of documentary

evidence and even interview witnesses abroad (Article 195~. On the other hand, the

Constitution also compels county assemblies to conduct their business transparently,

including tlicilitating public and media participation in their proceedings and publishing

legal materials in the Kenya Gazette. While encouraging cooperation between the two

levels of government ~Article 185), the 2010 Constitution nonetheless recognizes the

potential for conflict, especially with regard to respective legislation over which the

national government is superior (Artlde 191>. The Constitution requires Parliament to

ensure that county governments are adequately resourced for their effective service
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delivery, but it also mandates Parliament to ensure county compliance with national

financial management systems, failing which, the national government may intervene as

appropriate ~Anide 19r~ and suspend the county government (Aflide 192$.
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CHAPTER THREE: ANALYSIS

3.1 PROBLEMS TO BE ENCOUNTERED

3.1.1 THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

Kenya continues to place high hopes albeit naively in law reforms to pave way for rapid

improvement of less than desirable socio--economic and political state of atThirs. Indeed, the

law does play a central role in governance. As Oyugi (2002b) and Ghai (2006) point out.

however, legislation is not in itself sufOcient in achieving the objectives for which it is often

advanced. ‘ihe legislation authority often times manipulates legal provisions for different

purposes. Ihe aim is ustially to circumvent implementation of the law. In other cases

legislation is only symbolic~ to buy off domestic and international pressure but often backed

with little intent to implement it. This was the Pate of the Majiniho Constitution of 1963.

More recently. the current Constitutional process which began in the year 2000 was a

result of pressure upon the former KANU by internal and external forces (Ghai and

(otirell, 2007~. The process took Ove years during which was characterized by delaying

tactics and stand olb due to dissimilar motives among politicians. Some just wanted the

former administration out of power and others used it to propagate views based on tribal

biases and sectarian interest. Devolution is very sensitive because it is often forced upon
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government that is reluctant to cede power. Lack of political will is therefore by and large

the greatest obstacle to devolution.

The greater challenge however lies not in the entrenchment of the law but in how to arrive

at broad political consensus and support fbr it. Such consensus will ensure the provisions are

not frustrated but upheld and implemented because the politicians appreciate the sound

rationale behind devolution.

3.1.2 FINANCES

The amount of money allocated to the implementation of this system is 10% of the national

budget. This allocation is not sufficient for the proper implementation of this system and

therefore this will be a hindrance to the implementation. Other counties are bigger than

qrhers and require more and therefore expecting the same amount of money to be used in

all the 47 counties will not be practical and therefore this may be a challenge in the

implementation stage and therefore the challenge is real.

3.1.3 ILLETRACY

The levels of illiteracy in some of this counties is so high and most of them are the elderly

and yet the young people who may be sent to those areas to may not know the language
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and it therefore becomes difficult to communicate with the local and they may therefore

rcject the idea on that basis without knowing what it is and the history of majimboism also

may make them biased on that ground.

3.14. MINORITY

The is always a minority that will f~el disgruntled and does not want this system because of

the prejudice brought about by the politicians and their intent to make the county system

to look like majimboism and this will make theni to reject the ideology.

315. TRUST

The politicians have not shown cause to be trusted and yet they are the same people who

want to run for otbces of the governor and senator in the new system of county and this

leaves a bad taste in the mouth of the people

There is also the idea of it bringing contiict and the ideology is similar to majimboism that

had brought about xenophobia and people do not want such kind ofcontlict to ensue.

32. HOW THEY WILL BE TACKLED

32.1 THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

To surmount the challenge of political will, it would be essential to entrench devolution in

the constitution. This will give devolution a strong foundation of legitimacy that would

make it dihicult to repeal. This is because the Constitution is the ffindamental law of the
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land and therefore commands more seriousness”. Te lict that the devolved system is found

is tbund in the Constitution means that it is supposed to be obeyed by every single person

and thereibre there is no one who can go against the Constitution.

To avoid the danger of provisions that a reluctant government would seek to introduce to

neutralize the law, the legal stipulations must not be broad. They should be precise and

detailed in showing how the devolution of power will be implemented at each level. This

may ftirther draft of Acts of Parliament, preferably a Devolution Act. The Act should

specii~ the strategies lbr achieving devolution, the units of devolution, and the procedures

and mechanisms ofoperation fbr the units.

To achieve such broad political consensus that would be successful would be through

putting in place administrative and other accompanying, measures that would ensure

effective implementation ofthe law. Most importantly, however, it would be accomplished

through the gradual transformation of the political culture. For instance. Political

competition presently founded on a culture of communal logic where the principle point

of reference is the tribe. It needs transformation to a culture based on a strong party system

~Artlde 2(i) of the Constituiton of the Republic of Kenya, 2010. “This Constitulon is the supreme law of
the Republic and binds all persons and all State organs at both levels of government.”
Artide 2(3) “The validity or legality of this Constituion is not subject to challenge by or before any court
or other State organs?
Artide 2(4) “Any law, Induding customary, that is inconsistent with this Constitution is void to the extent
of the inconsistency, and any act or omission in contravention of this Constitution Is invalid.”
Article 3(1) “Every person has an obligation to respect, uphold and defend this Constitution.”
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with well established norms and traditions, This would ensure that ideology and nbt

ethnicity determines the direction of voting in competitive election. The county system of

government seeks to bring this kind of harmony where people are not thought of as an

ethnic block but as Kenyans who need to be helped and that unity is more important in the

diversity that we have as a country.

3.2.2. FINANCES

The government will have to increase the budgetary allocations Ibr each county and since

not all the counties are at the same level of development and of the same size it is important

br the government to look how it can ensure that resources are distributed according to

the needs of each county system.

There should also be a committee to ensure that the money allocated for the

implementation is nsed is such and not used ibr other things and thereby ensuring checks

and balances.

3.2.3.. ILLETRACY, MINORITES, AND TRUST

This cami be surmounted by sensitization and ensuring that the locals have people who can

tell them what the county system is all about without prejudice.

• [The mmiii problem is the t~ct that the county system is not understood by everyone and

thereibre before implementation there should he sonic form of sensitization and thereby
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ensurnig that people know what it is they are entering in to and what is expected from

theni.

3.3. LESSONS LEARNT FROM OTHER COUNTRIES

3.3.1 PAPUA NEW GUINEA

It has the reputation of being one of the most ethnic diverse countries in he world. With

more than eight hundred and fifty ethnic group among a population ofjust six million, it is

evident that Papua New Guinea is a country ripe for a ihrni of government that will enable

the adinn~istration, and proper representation. of such a diverse populace. The key to

delivery of devolution on the part of the new government was the Organic Law on

Pi-oviiìeial Goveniinent and I .ocal--level Governments, enacted in 1 977. in this law, the

orineiple ofdevolved government was codified, and it is important to quote its provision to

this end, In it the people ofPaptia New Guinea resolve to:

a) ‘1 o nwke such changes as are necessary now contained in this Organic l ow Idr the

purposes of-

i. Main laming our identity as a sovereign united nation: and

ii. Promotng- equal opportunity and popular participation in goverment a~ all level:

a it d
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iii. Providing especially the basic human needs for waw, health education,

transportation. communication, accomdation and social order through

ecenomic self- reliance: and

iv. Promoting responsible citizen ship through self-management, control and

accountability for one’s actions; and

b) To establish provinicial Governments and Local- Level Governments (LLG5) in

order to achieve the goals refered to in paragraph ~

This law notwithstanding, Papua New Guinea has had to lice, throughout its independent

history secessionist movement. According to Francis Fukuyama, ‘many outside observers

and many residents of the country have noted that the country is weak and ineffective in

delivering basic government services in large parts of its territory (Fukuyama, 2007). This is

similar to the Kenyan situation. He identifies the lessons Kenya has to learn for the

effectiveness ofdevolution.

These are:

i. The political system is a quasi-Westminister, Fukuyama says ‘the primary

manifestation of this weakness’ (of having a Westminister system) is, of
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course the absence ofstrong national political parties, which are the primary

vehicle by which other Westminister system gtnenrate strong governments.

ii. The lack ofproper deleagation. Just as a significant extent in Kenya, political

processes impact inordinately on the fbnctionand perfbmance of the

executive,

iii. The administrative boundary is much more blurred, and the efforts of

legislators to reach into the exectuvive realm, weaknes the ability of the

latter to act cohesivley. Part of the reason that politician get involved in

administrative issues in the first place is the fact that beaucratic capacity was

always weak and unable to deliver important services.

iv. Lack of political accountbability characterizes the system as a whole, and

therefore the relativel weak for equitably disributed public goods.

v. Lack of capacity for monitoring local projects at national level; ‘severe lack

of basic capacity and infrastructre at the district and Local Level

Governments levels, particulary in remote ares’, meaning that ‘any

devolution of power from the provincila to the district level may lead to

service not being provided, or a de facto increase in the power of the

national MP for the district ; and ‘confused and unclear reporting lines
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between L.LG, district, provincial, and national levels of government’

(Fukuyama, 2007).

3.4. SUMMARY

Kenya has experienced flilure from time to time. These flilures include- corruption,

economic, stagnation, inequality, and poverty. These failure and episodic instability can be

linked to the quality of governance ~Kimenyi and Meagher, 2004). Quality of governance

is in turn dependant on institution2’. These institutions can take difFerent forms ranging

from the constitution to local authority by laws to self regulation in informal business

setting. It is these institutions that collectively determine the governance framework in a

country.

24lnstitution have been defined as structure of rules and procedure and organization whether state
provided or otherwise (Kimenyl and Meagher, 2004).
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CHAPTER FOUR: RECOMMENDATIONS

Policy Options and Recommendations

Policy options and recommendations to be considered for ef}~ctive implementation of the

levels and units of governance are as follows:

This include a suggestion for the development of National guiding principles for further

Jeccntrahzation in all County Governments; development of a Devolutiou Act, National

Cities and Ui-ban Areas Act and development of a County Municipal Act by County

Governments. The Devolution Act and policy is expected to provide Gr further

cic~ cuP a i/,~)~ii boil urban and rural parts of Counties among of ers. I ‘he same law

should also provide direction for rationalization and fit of other prevailing governance

structures operating at County level, including Provincial Administration and line

Ministries. National Cities and Urban Areas Act will provide for classilication, structures,

management and relationship with decentralized units and the County. The County

Municipal ~\~t will provide a mechanism/body Cr designation of cit~~~es and urban areas.

Once a criterion is developed, the body can reassess the existing cities and urban areas and

reclassify them accordingly. In terms of procedure, urban areas which qualify can apply to

the established body for status upgrading.
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The Constitution of Kenya, 2010 has made major strides in responding to the nation’s

governance challenges. This notwithstanding, the assignment of functions to the national

and county governments through other provision of the CoK, 2010 and especially the

Fourth Schedule point to the need for a unifying framework for the progressive transfer of

functions. It is therefore proposed that a Framework Policy Paper on Functional and

Competency Assignment be developed to act as the reference point for efforts aimed at

transferring functions in government.

To avoid a multiplicity of uncoordinated efforts across the public sector, it is proposed that

the Executive lead a unified process of distribution of functions, competencies and

responsibilities between the national and county governments in the first instance. Th(s

process should be, in the first phase, largely administrative and guided by the Cabinet

Committee on Implementation of the Constitution as the final policy decision point. This

committee will be supported by a mirror committee ofPermanent Secretaries, who will in

turn work ihrough a Technical Working Group (TWG). The TWG will guide actual

implementation through sectorally defined Functional and Competency Assignment Teams

(FACTs). The main implementation document for these teams will be the Framework

Policy Paper on Functional and Competency Assignment and their main outputs will be

Draft Sector Functional and Competency Assignment Policy Papers that will be cascaded
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up to the Cabinet for approval. This will fonu the principal basis for transfer of functions in

the public sector. In order to anchor the process and to accord with good international

practice, it is proposed that the Devolution Bill be tbnnulated to incorporate matters

pertaining to transfer of fbnctions. In addition, this process must be supported by a targeted

public communication and engagement strategy supportive of the goals of the functional

and competency reassignment exercise.

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SawcE DEuVHw

Integrated development planning is a process through which devolved governments can

actualize their short, medium and long—term plans. The resultant plans are comprehensive~,

strategic planning frameworks that will assist counties to achieve their developmental

mandate. +They will assist the devolved governments to align national and devolved

government development and to align spending priorities, and financial and institutional

resources be,hind county policies and programmes. The plans will also serve as a basis for

engagement between local government and the citizenry at the local level, and with various

stakeholders and interest groups. This is important because participatory and accountable

government only has meaning if it is related to plans and resource allocations.
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The counties face challenges in addressing the development constraints arising from the

demands of the new Constitution and improving the welfare of their citizens. The

imperative of building attractive and sustainable settlements to improve the livelihoods of

local communities is necessary. These challenges, including uncoordinated planning and

development, could be addressed by harmonizing sectoral, national, and local planning

processes. This will achieved by developing a clear and compelling economic and social

vision for their areas.

The Constitution assigns development planning to both levels of government. County

governments are in particular assigned county planning and development, including

statistics, land survey and mapping, boundaries and fencing, housing, electricity and gas

reticulation and energy regulation. Other thnction areas include county transport, country

agriculture, county health services, as well as trade development and regulation.

Ifcounties are to benefit from integrated development planning, there will be need for legal

and institutional mechanisms to foster and guide the progressive realization of a society led

by planning. In this regard, it is proposed that a County Development Planning &

Facilitation Bill, 2011 to provide a general framework for integrating economic and spatial

planning be passed. The objectives of this Bill should be to facilitate and guide the

development of a strategic, integrated development planning framework for counties in
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Kenya. The legislation will in particular: provide for clear spatial objectives, including land

use and settlement patterns; require them to develop clear service delivery objectives in

tenns of standards and levels ofservices as well as time bound plans for their achievement;

link national, regional, county, sub-county and ward level planning and development

control activities

The legislation will require that county plans are linked to national development vision and

strategy and that plans are coordinated at the national and county levels. The bill will

require that the tbllowing instruments be compulsory requirement for all county

governments, namely: County Spatial Plan: this will provide a spatial expression of the

social and economic development programme of the county, with clear statements of how

it is aligned to and at the regional and national level in a manner that harmonizes the

sustainable development of the county and Kenya. It fbrms the basis for other sub-county

plans and will be a prerequisite fOr appropriation of resources. County Institutional Plan:

this will elaborate the capacity building measures required to strengthen County Level

institutions, organisations, laws, regulations and processes. in a manner that will lead to the

effective application of the plans; County Human Resources Plan: will focus of enhancing

the skills levels within the county to enable adherence and achievement of county an≥

national development imperatives; County Performance Management Framework: will be
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designed to iScilitate the objectives of the county as articulated in the County Spatial Plan

by ensuring that it responds to the needs of individuals and communities; prioritises actions

and activities including resource acquisition and utilization; promotes accountability rbr

public service delivery: ensures citizens get value for money and motivates county staff to

strive Ibr enhanced perthrmance.

It is proposed that County Government plans are translated to 5 year delivery programs

and projects. More importantly, county plans will a major tool for budget and expenditures

by county governments. In the transition process, the inaugural Governors should be

mandated to develop plans and have them approved by the count assemblies within the lirst

12 months Each county Governor would in addition he required to make an annual “State

of the County Report” that would provide indications as to progress in achieving the plans

by their administration, including a statement of the challenges they face.

The areas of potential conflict between the two levels of Government in~ltide issttes

relating to financial management and resource allocation criteria and intervention in and

suspension of Counties lay National Government, There is a likelihood of abuse of power

by National Government when exercising oversight authority over Cotinty Governments.

Fhc County Governments could, also, abtise the powers granted to them by the
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Constitution and theret&e fail to deliver services to the citizenry. Mechanisms of co

operation and co-ordination must address those concerns.

The recommendations are therefore that: intergovernmental relations legislation and where

practicable, concrete decisionmaking mandates be assigned. An intergovernmental/co

operative National Government ministry and corresponding County departments /

ministries to co-ordinate matters of intergovernmental co—operation a policy direction that

National Government should endeavor to focus on policy i~rmulation and enhancing the

capacity of the County Governments, while the latter concentrate on implementation of

~ and et~cient delivery of services

National Covernn~en~ provides transitional model legislation where practicable pending the

enactment by the County Assemblies of their own context specihc legislation, An

association of organized municipal authorities be underpinned in the intergovernmental

relations legislation

A National and County coordinating council be established comprising the National

President, Deputy President, Cabinet Secretaries, the 47 County Governors and the

Chairperson of the association of the organized municipal authorities

The County Executive ministries are coordinates to the national ministries where

practicable. Sectoral Forums/Working Groups comprising of Cabinet Secretaries, the
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corresponding County Executives be established in order to ficilitate and co-ordinate the

execution of national government fi.tnctions ~police services, health, education,

immigration and citizenship etc> within the Counties. The Committees of the County

Assembly coordinate to the National Assembly Committees where practicable. Working

Groups be established.

The areas of potential conflict between the County Governments include issues related to

utilization of trans-county shared natural resources ~forests, game reserves, rivers, lakes etc>,

sharing of existing assets in the provincial headquarters and developing joint infrastructure

projects ~roads and water projects). This requires the establishment of joint fora for co

ordination.

Recommendations:

The enactment of intergovernmental relations legislation to guide inter county co

operation. The incorporation of legislation by reference be underpinned in the

intergovernmental relations legislation to enable Counties that are subject to the

asymmetrical devolution of the legislative Ilinction or those that are yet to legislate a

particular law to adopt the legislation of another County on a related field. There be

established a Council ofCounties comprising the 47 Governors with the chair on rotational

basis, and shall hold a minimum of two sittings per year. Its steering committee be
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composed of senior public servants responsible for intergovernmental at1~irs from each

County. This would report to the National and County Co-ordinating Council on matters

of national concern and progress on the implementation of national policy and legislation

within the County. Additional fora to address issues of trans-county concerns be

constituted on a needs basis

An inter-municipality forum comprising the elected representatives to convene at least

twice a year

Intra County Co-operation

The County Government comprises of the County Executive and the County Assembly.

There are other elective positions including the Senators and the Members of the National

Assembly. It is also envisaged that some sub county units ~cities and urban areas) will have

elected members. It is, therefore, imperative that mechanisms of co-operation and co

ordination be established in order to improve service delivery. The principle that the

devolution design ought to assume a broad institutional interpretation requires that public

participation including also the involvement of non-state actors is emphasized. In this

regard. also, the role of the public private partnerships is critical.

Recommendations
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rhe iclationship between the Senate and the County Assembly be coordinated by

requiring tlx County ~ssembly to provide tNl and regular reports to thc Senate on a in

annual basis and the Senate to in turn provide the County Assembly with feedback on a bi

annual basis. Mcmhers of the National Assembly in their specific County be reqLurec’ r~

attend at Itast thi cc County Assembly meetings a year but without the nght to votc iii

iiiti a Count) r’onini comprising of the Senator, Governor and Members of the National

and County ftsseniblies lx established to hold consultative meetings on a bi annual basis.

An inter municipality thrum be established between the County government and its sub

units Coititty working groups comprising representatives of Civil Sodety Organwatioiis,

ConiulL ,.1’ l3astd Orginiiations (with representation of iniiiority and inarginalived

groups), private senor, professional associations and respective County Rxecutivc

technon ats lx established

Cuncept ciiCoopcrativt Government

~1rtir/c’ 189 oi’thc Constitution lays the framework for cooperation between National aiid

County Governments Each level ofgovernment is supposed to perlbrm its functions in a

manner that respects the functional md institutional integrity cf the government at the

other Ic vel. The government at either level is supposed to assist, support and consult and as

appropnatc’ implenxnt legislatioii of the other level.
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Need forJoint Committees and Joint Authorities

The Constitution provides for the formation ofJoint Committees and Joint Authorities to

flicilitate co-operation at both levels and also inter county co-ordination in the

performance of firnctions and exercise of power. We recommend that the Joint

Committees and Joint Authorities be inclusive in representation by: Having representatives

ofboth levels of Government and representatives fir County Governments be nominated

by the Council of Counties, approved by the Senate, and appointed by the Governor.

Representatives of the National Government will be nominated by the relevant Cabinet

Secretary/competent authority, approved by the National Assembly and appointed by the

President.

Intergovernmental Dispute Resolution

Anicle 189 oithe Constitution provides that both Governments shall exercise their powers

in a manner that respects the functional and institutional integrity of each level. It further

states that Governments shall make every reasonable effort to settle disputes by alternative

dispute resolution mechanisms, including negotiation, mediation and arbitration. The

potential areas of conflict include the exercise of functions that lie within the concurrent

jurisdiction, allocation of resources and national government intervention and suspension

of a County Government. Agreements between Governments that exclude key partners
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could also strain relations. The signatories to such agreements also need to be determined.

Shared resources, if not properly managed, could occasion inter-county conflicts and

conversely, well managed joint activities between Counties will enhance mutual co

operation. At the intra county level also, poor governance and a leadership disconnected

from the citizenry could Ibel discontentment.

Recommendations

The intergovernmental relations legislation makes provisions for, inter alia, The “National

Arbitration Council” and dispute resolution managers and functions assigned Protocols and

codes of conduct Village Council of Elders and speci& their mandate. A dispute resolution

role for some cadre of the restructured Provincial administration, for example, the Chie6

Counties submit draft legislation to the Kenya Law Reform Commission in order to assure

that conflict of laws on account of concurrency of functions is detected early and

appropriate measures taken to avert the potential conflict. There be specification of

signatories to National and County Government agreements and designation ofagreements

that must be approved by Cabinet, those that are concluded on the basis of a signature by

the Cabinet Secretary responsible for intergovernmental a~irs and those where the

signature of the sector Cabinet Secretary will suffice. ft Requirement that cities and

municipalities be included as signatories to agreements concluded through municipal
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infrastructure programmes Require that for purposes of co ordination of thc exercise of

concurrent jurisdiction, both Governments define and agree upon their respective roles and

responsibilities Require that Counties enter into horizontal agreements that address trans

border issues and clarify signatories. Provide for the granting of incentives for Counties to

undertake joint projects. Provide that Counties enact legislation to guide the conclusion of

inter county agreenients.

Article /90 provides that National Government may intervene if a County Government is

unable to perform its Ilmctions or fails to operate a financial rnanagcinent system that

complies with the requirements prescribed by national legislation. Intervention by National

Governn~tnt must therefore only occur in the most clear of circumstances. The interim

arrangement during thc suspension must also reflect the oversight role of the National

Executive and at the same time provide assurance to the affected County that the object

and principles ofdevolved government are not eroded.

Reconuncndations

With regard to intervention in Counties by National Government. the Council of

Counties be consulted and involved in decision..making. A Commission be cstablished to

run the affiuirs of the County during its suspension. Its composition includes as chair, the

Governor of a well managed County nominated by the Council ofCounties, approved by
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Senate and appointed by the President. reprecentatives of the Public Service Connmssion

(PSC), the Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA). and the Institute of Certified Public

Accountants in Kenya (ICPAK), the Law Society of Kenya tL.SK). Civil Society

Organiiations and the Attorney General.

Recommended Legal. Policy and Institutional Interventions

Pint. units of decentralisations should be created considering tile needs of marginalisc d

groups. The boundaries of these atithorities should take cogni7ance of the interests of

minority and marglnali7ed communities so that some authorities are curved specifically thr

such inteR St groups.

Second, thcre should be mandatory county development plans that will have specific

procedures for involving niarginalised groups and communities. The process and

implementation 01’ the plans should involve these disadvantaged groups. Budgeting

processes chould also involve them. There should be mandatory monitoring and evaluation

mechanisms that ~s’ill target disadvantaged groups.

Third, marginalised groups amid communities should be involved in cowity governance and

public scm vice through targeted nominations in line with the aflirmative action

fl\lt.I~C lilt ins at knicle 56.
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lk,tinh. delimitation of Wards should consider creation of wards that will target minority

and marginalised groups to ensure that they are able to elect a representative to the county

assembly instead ofrelying only on nominations.

Filth, the Kenya I lunian Rights and Equality Commission National Equal Opportunities

to come tip with Policy to guide the all country in the issues of protecting marginalised

groups. 1 hey should also have officers that will monitor protection of marginalised groups

at the County. A department within the commission should be created that is focused on

marginalised groups and communities. The County government should establish a

department that deals specifically on issues of marginalised groups and communities and to

advicc the county govt rument on the appropriate measures to be undertaken in line with

national policies and legislations.

Sixth. the County Government as a Facilitator of Minority and Marginalised Groups

Rights should ensurc that: Indigenous peoples are allowed to maintain their distinct

identities, to maintain their languages. and to maintain the integrity of their relationship

with their traditional lands. Thus, developmental acts by the County governments must not

violate these rights. County governments should facilitate the attainment of such rights.

What are the policies on education in mother tongue? In this case, Counties are key in so
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hr as pre-primary education is concerned as being at the centre in relation to national

legislation and policies.

Counties should also protect marginalized groups from harmtlzl and repugnant cultural

belieh and practices. They should work towards changing attitudes and perception of

members of the public regarding marginalized groups through such acts as the naming of

streets and towns using minority languages.

Counties should invest in culture and cultural activities with special consideration for the

minorities. The County government is empowered by the Constitution and allocated the

resources to manage minority issues under Schedule iVoithe Constitution.

There must also be a deliberate effort to allow the minority and the marginalized to access

employment opportunities in the County.

Finally, Counties should protect of intellectual property of minority and marginalized

communities, including sciences, technologies, medicines, and knowledge of flora and

fauna as well as arts and performances.

Recommended Legislations

In terms of legislative proposals is recommended that a Minorities and Marginalized

Communities Act be enacted to: define minorities and marginalized communities;
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consolidatc the benefits accorded to these groups: Provide legal and institutional

mechanisms for realinng the benefits outlined in Art.56 and 204 of the Constitution.

Other legislations relating to Marginalized groups shall be provided for in the respective

laws e.g. Persons with Disability Act of 2003, and international conventions ratified by

Kenya such as the Convention on the Elimination ofAll Forms of Discrimination (CEDA)

and the UN Convention on the Rights ofPersons with Disabilities. Other legislation on

youth can lx enactcd.

CIVIC EDUCATION ON DEVOLVED GOVERNMENT

Civic ed.ication is political education or, the cultivation of the virtues, knowledge, and

skills necessary for political participation. It integrates both formal settings (schools) and

inlbrmal settings (filmilies. communities, libraries, houses of worship. workplaces. civic

organizations. unions, sports teams, campaigns and elections, mass media).

Integrated civic education is a key factor in building a symbiotic culture of accountablc

government and responsive citizens this is why The ‘I’ask Force has been mandated to

ensure that policy and legislative frameworks that anchor devolution are buttressed with

civic education to enable Kenyans understand, embrace, support, promote, and protect the

gains ofdevolution.
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Civic education is critical in post-Constitution making and Constitution implementation

phase in Keiya due to: Conflictual referendum where political positions for and against

were adopted. a large mass of the population remain ignorant of the Constitutional

provisions, lack of experience with a new system ushering in major institutional, structural

and political changes, a volatile political situation where changes will have an

unprecedented impact on the countries’ future and the need to sustain democracy, because

of its combination of numerous and more varied points of shared common interest and its

requirement of continuous readjustment through meeting the new situations produced by

varied intercourse.

Civic education on devolution is critical in enhancing Kenyans’ participation in the success

of the devolved .system particularly in post-implementation legislative phase. This will help

enhance Kenyans’ passionate participation in the economic and the political socialization of

the devolved system.

Civic education should therefore be accessible to all the diversity of Kenyan people. The

infonnation conveyed should be sensitive and collaborating the Constitution and related

legislation; and designed on the basis of relevance to building a united Kenya. Ofparticular

importance is the need to create a culture in which Kenyans are encouraged to participate

in self-actualization.
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The main objective of civic education is to convey knowledge of Kenya’s political system

and context. iiiis will include information on thc devolved system of government; thc

nature, powers and operations of the National and County institutional offices ~distribution

of functions); inter governmental and intra County relationships; allocation and

distribution of resources; and structures and institutions of devolved government, among

others, including transitional issues related to elections, the principal economic, social and

political issues Iicing County administration.

‘l’hrough civic education, Kenyans can be taken out of a narrow circle of personal and

family selfishness, to the comprehension of joint interests, the managrnnent of joint

concc rim so that thty may act from public or semi public motives which unite instead of

isolating thcm Ii oin one another.

There is the inspirational notion that through devolution, Kenyans will act through justly

administered institutions that will stabilize and perpetuate the good society.

Civic education on devolution will be used to describe and explain the Constitutional

provisions on devolution; the legal, structural governance and political changes; and for the

dissemination of information, materials and programmes designed to infonn the people
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about the changes, their rights and responsibilities; and the specific and mechanics of

County governance and relationships with the National government.

This will inherently involve providing information on who is responsible for what

functions. Additionally, civic education may incorporate voter education; who will be

candidates; where and how to register; political parties lists; how electors can check the

votes lists to ensure they have been duly included; what type of elections are being held;

where, when and how to vote; and how to file complaints.

Information will be made available and accessible to all so as to achieve universal coverage

of the Country allowing for use ofdifferent languages in a county, even if there is only one

official language. Specially target groups will be; minorities, internally displaced persons,

the youth and other marginalized segments ofsociety.

Information will be relayed in; infàrmal settings, educational institutions, through live,

interactive coverage on national TV stations, online blogs and online interactive

questionnaires. Stakeholders will be engaged in the development of a sensitive message that

disseminates a positive image of devolution through mobilizing public opinion in favor of

maintaining the tempo of reconstmction under devolution, integrating the media to play a

key role in breaking down negative stereotypes against devolution and encouraging
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Kenyans’ ii~1l participation and mobilizing the international community to make

constructive contributions to civic education, drawing on its substantial experience in

promoting democratic participation worldwide. Because Kenya is emerging from conflict,

civic education on devolution curriculum should motivate all Kenyans to positively support

and promote the ideas of devolution. It should also begin with an explanation of the

National Accord of February 2008 and the attendant mechanisms such as the Krigler and

Waki Reports; the institutional reform process setting in place the Interim Independent

Electoral Commission (IIEC); Committee of Experts (C0E); the Interim Independent

Boundaries Commission (IIBC); Truth Justice and Reconciliation Commission (TJRC);

and National Cohesion and Integration Commission; the outcomes of these Commissions

and how they have contributed to the reform process. It should describe the Constitution-.

making process, culminating in the new Constitution focusing citizen desire for a

democratic and equitable society, human rights of all citizens (especially their civil and

political rights with regard to governance); desire for fill participation in the political

process and finally it should highlight the importance ofcitizen knowledge and expertise in

the areas of reconstruction and national reconciliation, as well as the importance of citizen

equal involvement in the political process. On policy issues, it is proposed that a national

comprehensive curriculum on Civic Education on devolution should be developed
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through partnership of the government and n~n state actors, policy should ensure that the

material developed for civic education is accurate. relevant and politically neutral.

All materials should be reviewed to ensure they are politically neutral and gender sensitive,

sufficient, resources should be provided to ensure such programmes reach all citizens, and all

people should have access to civic education on devolution. Special civic education

programmes should be initiated targeting women, minorities, displaced persons. youth, and

people with disabilities, and others less likely to access mainstream delivery. Gender

sensitisatioi i programmes be developed for personnel responsible for civic and voter

education and all civic education programmes should be monitored. Devolution messages

should highlight the capacities of devolution institutions, encourage and promote citizen’s

titll participation in the devolution implementation process. the country’s leadership and

citizens need to understand that deviation from set principles and objects of devolution are

not acceptable and constitute fraudulent impunity and linkages should be created between

civic education and training for the public servants and politicians.

With regard to legislation, it is proposed that the national law entrench the pennanent

creation of National Civic Education Body. Existing legislation be reviewed to take into

account the proposed curriculum suggested for national civic education e.g. The Education

.~ct, the NGO Act and the Communication Commission Act. ‘l’here are several
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outstanding issue son civic education, these include; comparative models for civic

education, integration of civic education on devolution in national civic education on the

Constitution, legislation on civic education is required and design of civic education

cuniculum.

Conclusion and Recommendations

The current institutional, governance and human resource structures which were

developed and evolved under a different Constitutional and legal order need to be

reformed to be in tandem with the provisions of the Constitution. Towards this end the

existing public service human resource management policy framework, statutes and

practices and the attendant challenges that constrain the public service in eflèctivcly

delivering on its mandate will need to be addressed. In particular, a creation of a County

Public Service Board to carry out the responsibility assigned by the Constitution in article

275 is recommended. Other issues that need to be ensured include: Drafting of legislation

of a County Public Service bill to provide for staffing of county governments as provided

for under Article .235 Audit of the existing human and technical capacities in the Public

Service disaggregated into different cadres to document the number of employees and the

skills available in the civil service, local authorities, state corporations and regional bodies;

facilitate re-distribution and deployment of stall to counties. Imposition of an immediate
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embargo nxi non eccc ntial employment in the entir’ public service to facilitate deployment

of existing capacity and avoid stair retrenchment once the counties are operational; avoid

overstatling through unscrupulous and supply- driven recruitment during the transition

period. Ibusting terms and conditions of service fbr both the national and county stall to

remain unchanged until a framework for harmonizing terms and conditions ofservice is in

place.

l)eveloping a Capacity Building Framework that identifies human resource and

institutional capacity gaps and specifIc interventions especially on; training programmes,

optimal stailing: zinancial requirements, physical infrastructure (office facilities etc). ‘l’his

will be aimed at equipping identified county staff with skills necessary to deliver functions

at the county government level and avoid overwhelming counties with responsibilities they

are unable to carry 0111.

Undertaking institutional capability assessment for Kenya Institute of Adniinistration (KIA)

and all the Goveninicnt Training Institutes to determine their readiness to effectively

implement training and capacity building programmes for transforming the public service.

l)eveloping and implementing training programmes that target the political leadership,

Pennanent Secretaries, Chief Executive Officers of state corporations and I leads of

department on legal and policy implications of the Constitution.
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To facilitating cooperation between the various levels of Government, prepare a reporting

system that would enhance the co—ordination of all public service staff in the country.

Developing guidelines on the development of organizational structures and staff

establishment to be used by county governments consistent with the distribution of

functions for both national and county governments at the county level. This will assist

county governments in having an initial framework for the establishment and abolition of

offices.

Developing a phased implementation Plan based on the timelines stipulated in the

Constitution. The activities and stakeholders that would be required to bring to life and

implement policies on devolved governments are varied. The coordination of the

implementation of these activities and the involved stakeholders will determine the success

of the process. This process is anticipated to be undertaken in three phases, which cover the

period beibre the next elections, the period after and that after August 2015 when the

county governments will be filly operational. In this chapter we are only concerned with

the last two phases because activities identified to be carried out within this period are

critical for the establishment of the system ofdevolved government.

The transition period as defined by the Constitution is three years after the establishment of

the county governments that is between August 2012 when the county governments come
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into being after the next elections and August 2015. I lowever, for our purposes we define

two transition periods, the first being that after the passage of Bills necessary for effecting

devolved governments. including that provided for by Article 200, and August 2012.

Within Lhis period arrangements will be made to ensure that county governments start on

good footing after August 2012. when the second phase ofthe transition period starts.

It is propost d that Transition Processes be anchored in law through a Transition to County

Governments Bill. 2011. The bill will provide a framework and regulations governing die

process for establishing the county governments, including roles of relevant stakeholders,

in particular. Ml)As, lAs. Constitutional and other statc or~ns

milestones for key activities a mechanism tbr resolving disputes arising during the process. It

is proposed that thc bill provides ror the establishment of a Transition Authority that will

coordinate the transition process. This authority is proposed to be in place until all the

counties arc filly established.

Sonic of thc issues to bc articulated during the transition period include: I lunian Resource:

how existing human resource in the central government, including the Provincial

Administration, and local authorities will be rationali7ed and deployed for the effective

service dclivery: SL rvice delivery: how continuation of delivery of services at both the

national and county governments will be guaranteed in the transition period: National
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stability and security: how national stability and security will be assured in the course of

transition; Assets and liabilities: how existing assets and liabilities will be apportioned and

managed; Policy and facilitative legislative framework: how requisite policies and

ticilitative legislation will be formulated on timely basis to ensure compliance with the

transition schedule set out by the Constitution; Capacity building framework: how

capacities from the perspectives ofhuman and physical infrastructure will be undertaken to

ensure that county governments take otT smoothly; Ongoing reform processes: how the

various ongoing reform processes at both the current central and local government levels

will be transited into the new dispensation; and Communication: how information

accruing &om and relating to the transition process will be generated, owned, managed and

disseminated.

TRANSITION AREAS

The attainment of the issues outlined above over the transition period will be important for

the success of counties. Some of the activities to be undertaken during the first period are

summarized in Table 1, indicating why the actions are necessary, who the actor are, the

supporting policy measuresllegislation, the expected outcome and the timelines. The

implementation of some these proposals are already in progress, for example audit of assets
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and liabilities of local authorities and audit of central government staff in counties have

started. The audit of the assels and liabilities of LAs is necessary to assist in the clearing of

their financial obligations as required by the terms ofreference of the Task Force. The audit

01’ current government and local authority staff stationed in counties is to assist in their

sccondment to county governments during the transition.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

I iaving examined Kenya’s experience with devolved systems of governance, this study

dra\vs several conclusions on their ftmdamental weakness.

Much of the interethnic condict in AiHca has been due to competition for resources in the

absence of strong democratic political institutions. The centralized state has greatly

contributed to the skewed development of regions. Strong arguments for devolution are

thereibre based on its principle advantages of ensuring equitable distribution of resources

and participation of the local community in their development.

Kenya’s Iirst experience with majiboism failed because its adoption was not based on a

sound principle of governance. It consequently lacked political will tbr successibl

implementation. ‘l’he region lacked t~nancial independence t~om the centre critical for their

sustai na bility, l’hc socio economic environment in which Majinibo was introduced was

politically immature and unprepared for the radical change fi’oin the centralized system

colonialists had nurtured. There was also belief that regionalism would hid national

disintegration. thus it lacked public stipport.

i’he capacity of’ Local Authority (Las) to deliver satisf~ctoi’y service has over the years been

eroded by a strong central government that has exercised control over decisions and

administrative operations of Las. L.ack of inancial independence and resources, overlap of
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roles and conflict with central government and its antis are major obstacles to the autonomy

of LAs. Other difficulties are interference by the political wing of the council and a poorly

developed human resource base. Failure to integrate development activities with other

decentralized finds and lack of capacity of the community also hamper efficient operations

of Las.

i’he study also concludes that devolved funds such as CDF have registered some significant

achievement in poverty alleviation and equitable distribution of resources. These fbnds,

however, have institutional weakness that should be addressed to ensure their effective

operation. The funds exhibit strong tendencies towards the elite capture. This has led to the

unequal distribution of resources within the sub nationdl units and lack of community

support tbr the devolved structures.

It has been shown that county governments have powers to decide on their administrative

structures, including exclusive control of its public service. The structure is expected to be

designed around tbnctions that the counties identifi, as important for their development

The structure is also expected to be cascaded to lower administrative units, primarily the

sub-county, the ward and the village where necessary.

It is proposed that during the transition, before county governments appoint their own staff

national staff is retained in counties. This is necessary to ensure that service delivery is not
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imcrrupted. Thereafter county governments through their Public Service Connnission’s

will appoint their own stalE

In the case of the Provincial administration and the security arrangements in counties, it is

proposed that a taskforee be established to restructure the system; and, an evaluation be

undertaken to establish the optimal staffestablishment after the proposed restructuring.
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